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The compositions of Eric N. Mack are gleaned from the wardrobe. The support (a body) is absent. Materials are configured to 
linger in space. Collaged textiles are arranged with balletic precision. Aspirational forms emanate. Arrangements are irrational 
and tentative. Choreographed elements are grafted into space and suspend from architecture. Billowing assemblages are 
accessed from a range of perspectives, around and under sewn silhouettes. The X, Y, Z axis distorts into forms of expression, 
violating systems of symmetry. Flattened panels of varied pattern and texture create collapsible volumes. The material palette 
is holed, dyed, manipulated, sometimes painted onto. Its utility function temporarily drained. Not quite painting or sculpture, the 
artwork is radically transient. The compositions pirouette out from the rectilinear constraints of painting into a space of auxiliary.  

Fabric panels fuse together with raw, unfinished connection points. Seam lines mimic the hand of a drawing. The deconstructed 
is reconstructed. A body is framed within a diaphanous lens, retreating behind opaque fragments. We reimagine bodies cloaked 
in Mack’s swathes of fabric. Textiles that might offer protection or privacy, here, conduit to the interstitial space of a hallucinatory 
architecture or move between swatches on a stylist’s mood board. The materials retain their use value. The human frame is 
stripped, unclad, exposed, absent, no longer veiled in the work by material, yet fully embodied. 

Eric N. Mack (b. 1987, Columbia, MD) lives and works in New York, NY. He received his BFA from The Cooper Union, New York, NY and his 
MFA from Yale University, New Haven, CT. In 2017, Mack was the recipient of the inaugural BALTIC Artists’ Award selected by artist Lorna 
Simpson and completed the Rauschenberg Residency in Captiva Island, Florida, FL and an artist-in-residency at Delfina Foundation in London, 
UK. Institutional solo exhibitions include Lemme walk across the room, Brooklyn Museum, NY (2019); the BALTIC Artists’ Award 2017, BALTIC 
Centre for Contemporary Art, Gateshead, UK (2017); and Eric Mack: Vogue Fabrics, Albright–Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo, NY (2017). Major group 
exhibitions include Whitney Biennial 2019, Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, NY, Ungestalt, Kunsthalle Basel, Basel, Switzerland 
(2017);  In the Abstract, Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art, Massachusetts, MA (2017); Blue Black, Pulitzer Arts Foundation, St 
Louis, MO (2017); Making & Unmaking: An exhibition curated by Duro Olowu, Camden Arts Centre, London, UK (2016) and Greater New York 
2015, MoMA PS1, Long Island City, NY (2015).


